HOW FIs ARE USING
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AND MACHINE LEARNING

The AI Innovation Playbook, a PYMNTS and Brighterion collaboration, analyzes the survey
response data of more than 200 financial executives from commercial banks, community
banks and credit unions across the United States. We gathered more than 12,000 data
points on financial institutions with assets ranging from $1 billion to more than $100 billion,
then generated a comprehensive overview of how they leverage AI and ML technology to
optimize their businesses. This study details the results of our extensive research.
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INTRODUCTION

M

odern

financial

share their offices with more than

data mining, neural networks and business

just human coworkers: They also

rules management systems (BRMS) — but

whole new type of financial institution (FI) —
one staffed both by humans and algorithmic
tools, and driven by what most think of as
artificial intelligence (AI). As technologies
like these grow more ubiquitous, FIs are
continuously redefining how they can be best
utilized to help human professionals perform
their jobs more effectively.
In this environment, it is more crucial than ever
for FIs to understand the intricacies of what
makes their automated “staff” so unique, and

these are not true AI, which is used by just 5.5
percent of FIs. Despite not technically being
AI, supervised and unsupervised learning
systems are nothing to sneeze at. They

Several factors were taken into consideration

like BRMS, fuzzy logic and neural networks.

when determining different learning systems’

With an adoption rate of 59.5 percent, BRMS

effectiveness when performing a selection

is the most common system banks use to

of operations including credit underwriting,

enhance their fraud protections operations —

fraud prevention and payment and banking

but it is also one of the least effective for the

services. The speed, accuracy, operating

job.

cost and scalability at which these systems
functioned determined their effectiveness
within the FI.

These numbers demonstrate that it is not
enough for a bank to use learning systems;
they also need to understand that just as two

streamlining credit underwriting to fighting

cases, alarming. Most banks use the

cannot perform each others’ work, different

internal fraud, with 58 percent of FIs using

technologies they have available, which are

learning systems often cannot be used

data mining for the former and 59.5 percent

not necessarily the technologies that are

interchangeably to perform any given task.

using BRMS for the latter.

most effective. Data mining, which has a 70.5

Modern FIs need to automate to remain
competitive, which presents a question: Do
they and their human employees know how
to use these algorithmic tools?

and Brighterion collaboration, explores how

The average bank uses 2.7 supervised or

implementation of other learning systems,

human employees with different jobs often

into their wide workforces.

share of FIs uses what can be called true AI.

FIs are making similar mistakes with their

The results were surprising and, in some

The AI Innovation Playbook, a PYMNTS

confusion, however. In truth, only a small

suited to support these services.

are versatile tools that do everything from

how to successfully integrate that personnel

The term “AI” has caused quite a bit of

surveyed approximately 200 bank managers
assets to more than $100 billion.

unsupervised learning systems — including

Technological innovation has produced a

area, despite the technology being uniquely

from FIs ranging in size from $1 billion in

professionals

work alongside algorithms.

whether they are applied effectively, PYMNTS

modern FIs are leveraging the most advanced
supervised

and

unsupervised

learning

systems to optimize their businesses. To learn
how algorithmic tools like deep learning, data

percent adoption rate among FIs, may be the
most popular, but that doesn’t make it the
best tool for the job.

That so many FIs do not seem to grasp
this fact signals a deep need for education
among their decision makers. They do not
currently seem to understand that they’re

Instead of tapping into data mining as a

missing the best bang for their buck when it

one-size-fits-all solution to enhance their

comes to their AI and machine learning (ML)

operations, banks should focus on using it

investments.

where it stands to make the most impact.
This could mean implementing it to support
payments services, for example. Just 45.0

Here is what FIs need to know to ensure they
don’t make the same mistake.

percent of banks employ data mining in this

mining and AI systems are being applied, and

© 2019 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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WHICH FIs USE WHICH
LEARNING SYSTEMS:
A RECAP

Which FIs use which learning systems: a recap

A
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I is one of the biggest buzzwords in banking, though only 5.5 percent of FIs are equipped
with true AI systems. Moreover, those that have these systems are among the largest
banks. As much as 72.7 percent of the FIs with more than $100 billion in assets use AI

systems. That number drops to 15.8 percent for those with between $25 billion and $100 billion,
and no banks of any other size have employed AI systems.
In fact, larger FIs were more likely than smaller ones to be using four of the six learning systems
in our study, including AI, data mining, fuzzy logic and neural networks. All banks with more than
$100 billion in assets used some form of data mining, 90.9 percent had adopted neural networks
and 72.7 percent used fuzzy logic.
FIGURE 1:

Implementation of learning systems
Percentage of FIs that adopted certain learning systems, by size
ASSET SIZE

TECHNOLOGIES EMPLOYED

DATA MINING
70.5%

100.0%
94.7%
79.1%
61.4%

BUSINESS RULES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
59.5%

54.5%
84.2%
76.7%
50.4%

CASE-BASED REASONING
32.0%

18.2%
42.1%
48.8%
26.0%

FUZZY LOGIC
14.5%

72.7%
26.3%
23.3%
4.7%

DEEP LEARNING AND NEURAL NETWORKS
8.5%

90.9%
21.1%
4.7%
0.8%

AI SYSTEM
5.5%

72.7%
15.8%
0.0%
0.0%

$1B–$5B

$5B–$25B

$25B–$100B

$100B+
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Which FIs use which learning systems: a recap

Rather than use more advanced tools,
smaller FIs were more apt to tap into rulesbased learning systems like data mining and
BRMS. Larger banks were still more prone to
adopting these types of tools, though. Data
mining was the most popular learning system
for banks holding below $5 billion in assets at
61.4 percent — a number that’s considerably
less than the 100 percent adoption rate

among banks with more than $100 billion.
Larger FIs also used more learning systems
than smaller ones. Banks with more than

billion in assets — employed an average of
just 1.4 learning systems, with 59.1 percent
having implemented just one.

$100 billion in assets used an average of 4.1

Learning technologies have obviously taken

systems, with 81.8 percent employing four or

hold in the financial industry, but the issue

more algorithmic tools. At the other end of

of whether banks are using these systems

the spectrum, the banks with the lowest value

correctly remains.

in the study — those holding $1 billion to $5

FIGURE 2:

Number of learning systems used by banks of different sizes
Number of learning systems FIs implemented, by size
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Average number of learning systems
FIs implemented, by size

4.1

Average number of
algorithmic tools
used by banks
with more than
$100 billion in assets

100%
$1B–$5B
1.4

80%

Four or more
$5B–$25B

60%

2.3

$25B–$100B

40%

2.8

Three

20%

$100B+

Two

4.1

One
$1B–$5B

$5B–$25B

$25B–$100B

$100B+
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Which FIs use which learning systems: a recap
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HOW FIs CAN LEVERAGE
SMART AGENTS
FOR SMARTER SERVICE

T

hough ML tools have become

If there are 200 million cards in an ecosystem,

As useful as smart agents are, very few

smaller FIs, but were still quite high. Forty-

commonplace in recent years, AI

there will be 200 million smart agents

FIs actually utilize them. Rather, they often

two percent of those holding between $25

systems are still quite rare. Rarer still

analyzing and personalizing their services

substitute a combination of sophisticated

billion and $100 billion were “very” interested,

is the use of a smart agent, one of the most

to a degree that other ML systems cannot

ML tools for true AI systems, but decision

and that number was 47 percent for those

advanced AI systems on the market.

accomplish. ML systems do not account

makers need to understand and accept that

with between $5 billion and $25 billion. Some

for individual members’ unique attributes in

ML offerings are not viable substitutes for

smaller banks also expressed interest in

their calculations, instead treating groups of

true AI. ML simply cannot carry out certain

smart agents, with 13 percent of FIs holding

consumers as just that: groups.

functions

between $1 billion and $5 billion saying they

Smart agents learn and make real-time
observations from interactions with human
users. They use this knowledge to create

smart

agents

can

gather

without

considerable

human

intervention, and using it in these areas

would consider adopting the technology.

virtual representations of every entity with

Moreover,

which they interact, building a digital profile

information on any number of actors in an

that optimizes customer-facing payments

ecosystem, from consumers to point-of-sale

and banking services. The difference between

(POS) terminals to merchants and so on. The

Low usage does not mean FIs — especially

financial sector as time goes on. For now,

smart agents and other ML systems is that

information they gather is then used to teach

larger ones — are not interested in smart

though, they continue to remain among high-

the former focus on individual subjects as

these agents how best to manage different

agents. Approximately 64 percent of those

earning FIs.

opposed to applying a standard calculation

operations. This ability to personalize on a

holding more than $100 billion in assets

to a large group. This allows FIs to offer

large scale sets true AI systems apart from

reported being “very” interested, and an

hyper-personalized financial and payments

the rest — and is a task at which smart agents

additional 9 percent were “extremely” so.

services.

excel.

Interest levels were somewhat lower among

produces little benefit compared to what can
be achieved with smart agents.

Evidence suggests that smart agents will
become more and more common in the

© 2019 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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MAKING THE MOST
OF THE MOST COMMON
LEARNING SYSTEM
IN FINANCE

Data mining: making the most of the most common learning system in finance

W

hile

most

FIs

have

implemented some sort of
supervised or unsupervised

learning system, our survey results suggest
that many didn’t know how to effectively
employ

these

technologies.

This

was

particularly evident in their use of data mining.

the technology had to offer.
Data mining is a highly versatile tool that can
add value in a variety of areas, and there are
certain operations for which the technology
is

simply

better

suited

than

others.

Unfortunately, only a minority of FIs were
using it in this way. Among the 70.5 percent

Most FIs use some form of data mining

that had it in their arsenal, a surprisingly

technology for almost everything, and with an

large portion failed to introduce data mining

implementation rate of 70.5 percent, it was by

into the areas in which it could make the

far the most popular learning system among

most impact: payments services, merchant

those in our sample. Banks used it in far

services and collections.

more areas than were appropriate, however,
including those in which it is highly inefficient.
This means they weren’t capitalizing on what

| 10

Data mining is most effective in payments
services, yet only 45.0 percent of FIs

© 2019 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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Data mining: making the most of the most common learning system in finance

leveraged the technology for this purpose. In

used for this purpose. AI systems, despite

then, FIs still need to employ well-trained

other words, just 63.8 percent of those that

their effectiveness, were only implemented

human workers.

used data mining technology were doing so

by 2.5 percent of FIs, making their presence

for one of the tasks for which it is best suited.

quite rare in this scenario.

Data mining is not the only instrument that

AI and BRMS are typically used to perform

individual consumers, but also for businesses.

can improve payment service operations,

functions that would otherwise be carried out

This is another reason data mining is the best

though. AI systems and BRMS can help

by data scientists. Though supervised and

learning system to enhance FIs’ merchant

FIs navigate and make use of expansive

unsupervised learning systems have become

service operations: It allows data scientists

collections of data, making them effective

more advanced, they are still no match for

to perform their jobs more effectively. As

tools as well. BRMS, used by 26 percent of FIs,

human professionals. To get the most out

such, it made sense that data mining was the

is the second-most common learning system

of the huge volumes of data that FIs collect,

most popular learning system our sample

Moreover,

these

workers

are

best

2.5%

at

performing payments services not only for

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
their payment services
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness for
payments services

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
their merchant services
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness for
merchant services

Share of FIs that
used AI systems
to enhance
payments services

Usage

FIGURE 4:

Usage

FIGURE 3:
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Data
mining
45.0%
Business rule
management
26.0%

Case-based
reasoning
12.5%
Effectiveness

Business rule
management
7.5%

Effectiveness

2.5%
AI
systems

Effectiveness
4.0%
Deep learning and
neural networks

AI
systems
2.5%

4.0%
Case-based
reasoning

1.5%
Fuzzy
logic
Usage

6.0%
Fuzzy
logic

Usage

7.0%
Deep learning and
neural networks

Effectiveness

Data
mining
15.5%
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Data mining: making the most of the most common learning system in finance

banks used to enhance merchant service

An even smaller portion leveraged data

It was obvious that most banks were not using

operations.

mining to enhance their collections services.

data mining to its full potential, but there are

As few as 5.0 percent of all FIs did so for this

two ways to contextualize this fact. On one

purpose, meaning that of the 70.5 percent of

hand, most decision makers do not appear

banks that were already using data mining

to understand the technology’s potential and,

technology, just 7.1 percent implemented it

therefore, are not getting their largest return

to make their collections services easier and

on investment (ROI). On the other hand, these

more efficient.

FIs have tremendous opportunity for growth

Though it was the most popular learning
system overall, only 15.5 percent of our FIs
used data mining to enhance such offerings.
That number was slightly higher among
those that used data mining in general, but
was still just 22.0 percent.

and development.

| 14

15.5%

Portion of FIs that
used data mining
to enhance
merchant services

FIGURE 5:

Usage

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
their collections services
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness
for collections

Business rule
management
7.5%

Effectiveness

5.5%
Deep learning and
neural networks

5.0%
Case-based
reasoning

Effectiveness

Usage

3.5%
Fuzzy
logic

3.5%
AI
systems

5.0%
Data
mining

© 2019 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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M

ost FIs were in the weeds when

seemed to think of it as a form of AI, or a

employing

and

comparable substitute. This was evident in

unsupervised learning systems.

the way they used data mining to perform

They were underutilizing data mining, and

highly complex operations, many of which

doing so in all the wrong ways when they were

it could not perform as efficiently as a more

using it — usually as an ineffective substitute

sophisticated system.

supervised

for more advanced technologies, like neural

| 16

In every single area best-suited for AI —

networks and AI systems like smart agents.

including customer lifecycle management,

This may be because most people have a

internal and external fraud protection, credit

very limited understanding of what data

underwriting and credit and financial risk

mining actually is. Banks’ decision makers

protection — most banks were using data

FIGURE 6:

Effectiveness

Usage

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
credit underwriting
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness for
credit underwriting

Data
mining
58.0%

Business rule
management
9.5%

Case-based
reasoning
5.5%

Effectiveness
4.0%
Deep learning and
neural networks
2.5%
Fuzzy
logic

2.5%
AI
systems

Usage

BEYOND DATA MINING:
WHEN RULE-BASED SYSTEMS
JUST DON’T CUT IT

Beyond data mining: when rule-based systems just don’t cut it
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Beyond data mining: when rule-based systems just don’t cut it

mining instead. These tools are excellent at

ranked best for credit underwriting, yet only

most common learning system banks used

The most peculiar way that sample FIs used

collecting data, but they cannot synthesize

2.5 percent of all FIs used them in the process.

to optimize customer lifecycle management

data mining, though, was for fighting credit

— a task that would be more effectively

risk, financial fraud and internal fraud. There

managed by deep learning technologies and

was once a time when data mining was an

AI. Despite this, just 2.5 percent of all FIs use

effective way to fight fraud, but those days

AI for this purpose.

are long gone. The tools used by hackers and

original ideas or apply it for a practical

In other words, just 45.5 percent of FIs with

purpose. These are tasks only AI systems

AI systems were using them to optimize

can carry out without human assistance,

credit underwriting operations, leaving an

making them a far more effective tool for

astonishing 54.5 percent not utilizing it in

such operations.

one of the potentially most impactful areas.

Of the 5.5 percent that used AI systems, 54.5

Consider the case of credit underwriting:

Instead, they were using other, less effective

percent were not getting the most value out

Data mining was the most common learning

systems.

of their investments. Once again, they were

system employed at 58.0 percent, but the

At 54.5 percent, data mining was also the

second-most effective. AI systems were

using data mining in this area instead.

Usage

a practical use. Thus, FIs must not only pay
for the data mining software, but also for the
employees who are necessary to make use
of the collected information.
It was even more egregious that just 1.5
percent of FIs were using neural networks
to enhance customer lifecycle management.
Effectiveness
AI
systems
2.5%

1.5%
Fuzzy
logic

Usage

Effectiveness

1.5%
Deep learning and
neural networks

systems, however, and once they crack the
code, they’re in. This means that rules-based
sophisticated enough to fight fraudsters.

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
customer lifecycle management
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness for
customer lifecycle management

Business rule
management
12.0%

capable of bypassing rules-based security

lifecycle management, they need to employ
data. Only then can this data be applied to

Case-based
reasoning
17.0%

increasingly automated. Most are more than

learning systems such as data mining are not

FIGURE 7:

Data
mining
54.5%

fraudsters are more advanced than ever and

If FIs want data mining to enhance customer
specialists who can interpret the collected

This tool was also more effective at this
task than data mining, but just 17.6 percent
of those that had neural networks were

| 18

Both deep learning and AI systems are
better options because they are not based
solely on “and/or” rules. They can go beyond
basic programming and formulate original
concepts and solutions to unique problems.
Nevertheless,

BRMS

and

case-based

reasoning were the two learning systems
most commonly used to fight internal fraud.
Case-based reasoning is the least effective
algorithmic tool to do so, but is still used by
12.5 percent of sample FIs.

using them in this way. This bolstered our

This could result from one of two things:

conclusion that many decision makers have

Either banks did not understand what these

no idea what these learning systems are

technologies could do, or they had not

capable of accomplishing.

upgraded their systems since the time when
case-based reasoning was considered a

© 2019 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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Beyond data mining: when rule-based systems just don’t cut it

viable security solution. In either case, their

— every single sample bank that reported

The FIs in our sample were not kidding

internal fraud systems were seriously lacking.

using data mining technology.

around when it came to protecting against

Even when using learning systems to combat

To be fair, every FI in the sample that had

credit risk and financial fraud, though, many

implemented AI systems also used them

FIs were in the dark. The three most effective

for this purpose. This would normally be

tools to combat fraud and credit risk are AI

considered a good sign in a market full

systems, fuzzy logic and neural networks, in

of uninformed decision makers, except it

that order, but none of these was the most

seems that every sample FI used every type

common tool used by banks to do so. Instead,

of learning system they had to do the same.

| 20

70.5%

financial fraud and credit risk, however. It
appears their strategy was to come out
swinging and throw everything they had

Share of FIs that
used data mining
to fight fraud

into it.

70.5 percent used data mining to fight fraud

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
internal fraud protection
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness for
internal fraud protection

How FIs use learning systems to enhance
credit risk and financial fraud protection
Learning systems’ usage versus effectiveness for
credit risk and financial fraud protection

70.5%
Data
mining

32.0%
Fuzzy
logic

Effectiveness
6.0%
Data
mining

Effectiveness
4.0%
AI
systems

8.5%
Deep learning and
neural networks

5.5%
AI
systems

Effectiveness

1.5%
Deep learning and
neural networks
Usage

Effectiveness

Case-based
reasoning
14.5%

Business rule
management
12.0%

Fuzzy
logic
10.0%

Usage

Case-based
reasoning
12.5%

59.5%
Business rule
management

Usage

FIGURE 9:

Usage

FIGURE 8:
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WHY BANKS SAY
THEY USE
LEARNING SYSTEMS

Why banks say they use learning systems

J

udging by how they were using the

to optimize customer-focused operations like

learning systems in their arsenals, FIs

payments and merchant services.

seemed to consider fighting internal

fraud to be their first and foremost priority.
They leveraged every available algorithmic
tool to ensure they were rooting out fraud and
avoiding credit risk. While this is important,
FIs were using considerably less technology

| 22

It appears that most FIs valued learning
systems like BRMS and neural networks
less for their ability to provide customers
with the latest, greatest banking services
and more for their ability to reduce costs.

TABLE 1:

Benefits of select learning technologies
Portion of respondents who cited select features as supervised and unsupervised learning system benefits

MEDIAN

Business rule
management

Data
mining

Case-based
reasoning

Fuzzy
logic

Deep learning and
neural networks

AI
systems

Reduced manual review

55.4%

49.6%

71.6%

57.8%

44.8%

52.9%

63.6%

Reduced manual exception management

51.5%

47.1%

54.6%

50.0%

41.4%

52.9%

63.6%

Reduced payments fraud

43.1%

17.6%

28.4%

39.1%

65.5%

47.1%

63.6%

Improved customer satisfaction

43.0%

44.5%

39.0%

32.8%

41.4%

58.8%

63.6%

Reduced false positives

37.9%

42.0%

27.7%

34.4%

41.4%

29.4%

54.5%

Reduced managing fraud personnel

36.8%

21.0%

15.6%

21.9%

51.7%

58.8%

63.6%

Improved money laundering identification

31.3%

16.8%

18.4%

28.1%

34.5%

52.9%

36.4%

Improved fraud prevention

30.5%

16.8%

22.0%

39.1%

58.6%

17.6%

63.6%

Decreased credit and portfolio risk

25.0%

20.2%

58.2%

26.6%

17.2%

23.5%

27.3%

Reduced charge offs

24.3%

31.1%

9.2%

25.0%

17.2%

23.5%

63.6%

Improved delinquent debt collection

19.2%

17.6%

10.6%

25.0%

20.7%

23.5%

9.1%

Improved borrower identification

18.5%

19.3%

70.9%

7.8%

3.4%

17.6%

27.3%

Improved targeted banking services

17.4%

14.3%

63.8%

20.3%

17.2%

17.6%

9.1%

© 2019 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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Why banks say they use learning systems

Respondents expressed greater concern

can reduce costs and streamline operations,

TABLE 2:

about enhancing their companies’ internal

but they also have their limitations.

Limitations of select learning technologies
Portion of respondents who cited select features as supervised and unsupervised learning system limitations

efficiencies compared to providing better
customer service.

In some cases, those limitations were simply
MEDIAN

Business rule
management

Data
mining

Case-based
reasoning

Fuzzy
logic

Deep learning and
neural networks

AI
systems

Not transparent enough

42.3%

35.3%

37.6%

39.1%

55.2%

52.9%

45.5%

Unable to quantify ROI

35.6%

39.5%

34.8%

34.4%

48.3%

23.5%

36.4%

Limited to the data sets

27.2%

30.3%

40.4%

40.6%

24.1%

5.9%

9.1%

Complicated and time consuming

23.0%

22.7%

23.4%

15.6%

20.7%

35.3%

36.4%

Requires manual intervention

22.6%

37.0%

27.0%

35.9%

17.2%

17.6%

18.2%

Does not work in real time

22.4%

26.1%

34.0%

18.8%

37.9%

17.6%

9.1%

that decision makers were unsure how to

When asked to cite the biggest reasons

quantify the tools’ ROI. This was the second-

learning systems were valuable to their

most commonly cited limitation for learning

organizations, respondents’ most common

systems as a whole, but fuzzy logic boasted

response was that automating operations

the most difficult ROI calculation. Of the FIs

reduced dependence on human review.

that used it, 48.3 percent said they have not

Approximately 55 percent of the FIs that used

been able to quantify this metric.

learning systems said their key benefit was

The biggest reported limitation of supervised

that they required less manual intervention.

and unsupervised learning systems was that

Other common reasons included reduced

they were not transparent enough. Many

Multiple solution providers

18.9%

20.2%

17.0%

21.9%

13.8%

17.6%

27.3%

need for manual exception management

decision makers could not understand why

Unable to adapt

7.5%

2.5%

5.7%

10.9%

10.3%

5.9%

9.1%

(51.5 percent), reduced chance for payment

the tools concluded what they did, particularly

Existing systems work fine

7.4%

4.2%

3.5%

7.8%

6.9%

11.8%

9.1%

fraud (43.1 percent) and, finally, improved

for neural networks, fuzzy logic and AI

Unable to identify behaviors

1.8%

4.2%

3.5%

0.0%

0.0%

11.8%

0.0%

customer satisfaction (43.0 percent).

systems. A lack of transparency was cited as

In simple terms, banks wanted to automate
their operations so they could be less reliant
on human intervention, which can be costly
in terms of both money and time. This goal

a limitation by 45.5 percent of FIs that used AI
systems, 52.9 percent of those using neural
networks and 55.2 percent tapping into fuzzy

When respondents were asked why they

logic.

had not yet implemented supervised or

is understandable, but it raised a question: If

Banks also cited several more tangible

banks are so eager to automate their internal

learning system limitations, though to a

operations, why aren’t they utilizing the

lesser extent. Their fifth-most common

technologies available to them?

qualm was that the technologies required

Decision makers’ ignorance has been made
apparent, but it’s possible that they had other,
more tangible concerns. Learning systems

| 24

manual intervention, followed by the fact that
they did not work in real time. Such factors
likely contributed to whether banks invested
in learning systems.

unsupervised learning technologies, most
cited different motivations. In the end, 47.5
percent did not use these systems because
they wanted to wait until there was more
business use evidence. Another 47.0 percent
simply said that implementing them would
be too much of a change from their current
systems.

42.3%

Share of FIs that
said learning system
technologies were not
transparent enough
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Why banks say they use learning systems

FIGURE 10:

Many banks already have their own legacy

How FIs plan to address their current systems’ limitations
Share of FIs citing select plans to improve upon their current technological capabilities in the future, by size

systems in place, many of which even

| 26

perform the same operations as learning
ASSET SIZE

PLANS TO ADDRESS LIMITATIONS

systems. It’s likely that legacy solutions are
not as efficient as learning systems, but they

DO NOT NEED
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

are already installed and banks do not have
to spend more money to use them. It makes

UNAWARE OF SYSTEMS’ EXISTANCE
3.5%

sense that they would wait for confirmation

18.2%
10.5%
2.3%
1.6%

about such technologies’ benefits before
justifying additional short-term expenditures.

DO NOT TRUST
9.0%

9.1%
5.3%
4.7%
11.0%

UNABLE TO INSTALL
15.0%

18.2%
10.5%
7.0%
18.1%

14.5%

Portion of FIs that
had not implemented
learning systems
because management
could not be
convinced to do so

UNABLE TO CONVINCE MANAGEMENT
14.5%

9.1%
10.5%
11.6%
16.5%

TECHNOLOGY IS COMPLICATED
17.5%

9.1%
5.3%
11.6%
22.0%

LACK OF OPERATING SKILL
26.5%

9.1%
5.3%
25.6%
31.5%

TOO MUCH CHANGE REQUIRED
47.0%

81.8%
57.9%
39.5%
44.9%

NEED PROVEN EFFICIENCY EVIDENCE
47.5%

18.2%
57.9%
65.1%
42.5%

$1B–$5B

$5B–$25B

$25B–$100B

$100B+
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Investing in the financial future

M
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any FIs are hesitant to commit to learning systems without understanding their potential,
especially when such a change would require drastic adjustments to the systems they
already have in place. For those that already use supervised and unsupervised systems,

most would rather address the technologies’ limitations by investing more rather than getting rid
of them.
Sixty-one percent of all survey respondents said they were planning to invest further in their
supervised and unsupervised learning tools. On top of that, 49.5 percent intend to hire more
experienced employees and 38.5 percent plan to upgrade their systems.

FIGURE 11:

How FIs plan to address their current systems’ limitations
Portion of FIs that said they would address limitations in select ways, by size
ASSET SIZE

PLANS TO ADDRESS LIMITATIONS

DO NOT HAVE ANY
2.5%

0.0%
5.3%
2.3%
2.4%

CHANGE SERVICE PROVIDERS
20.5%

27.3%
26.3%
11.6%
22.0%

INCREASE BUDGET
35.5%

0.0%
26.3%
32.6%
40.9%

UPGRADE TO NEW VERSION
38.5%

81.8%
47.4%
55.8%
27.6%

HIRE MORE EXPERIENCED EMPLOYEES
49.5%

36.4%
47.4%
44.2%
52.8%

INVEST FURTHER
61.0%

63.6%
78.9%
76.7%
52.8%

$1B–$5B

$5B–$25B

$25B–$100B

$100B+
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The ways in which FIs would address their

Larger FIs likely have larger budgets, meaning

systems’ limitations changed by asset

they would freely be able to upgrade to newer

size. Of those with more than $100 billion,

technologies. It would be more difficult for

81.8 percent intended to upgrade their

smaller banks with smaller budgets to do the

systems. Only 27.6 percent of banks with

same, as they would first need to address

the lowest holdings would do the same,

such constraints.

making them the least likely group to do
so. These smaller banks, were the most
likely to increase their budgets, however,

Between these two extremes were banks with
between $5 billion and $100 billion, which

CONCLUSION

T

he verdict is in: Supervised and unsupervised learning systems
are here to stay. Banks are using them to enhance nearly all of their
operations, from collections to customer lifecycle management to

anti-fraud measures and beyond. More importantly, FIs appear to be loving
the results. It is no longer a discussion of whether they will or should use

were most likely to address their systems’

learning systems to optimize their businesses, but a matter of realizing how.

limitations by “investing further.”

These solutions have quickly taken hold in the financial sector, but they

more than $100 billion said this was how

Learning systems are benefiting banks, a fact

remain largely misunderstood by most of the industry’s decision makers.

it planned to address limitations, but 40.9

proven by not only the number that have used

percent of those with between $1 billion and

them and continue to do so, but because they

$5 billion did.

also intend to continue to invest in them in

particularly when compared to those with the
largest number of assets. Not one bank with

the future.

Many do not know the differences between the various supervised and
unsupervised technologies, or for which functions they are best suited.
As a result, a surprisingly large portion of FIs are using learning systems
in ways that do not leverage their full potential.
Banks may not currently be getting their money’s worth on these technologies,
but the market has tremendous opportunity for growth. FIs must also invest
in expanding their knowledge of these versatile and complex tools if they
want to make the most of their investments. Having read this playbook is the
first step toward more responsible and effective financial decision making.
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METHODOLOGY

FIGURE 12:

FIGURE 13:

How banks budget for AI and ML systems
Portion of respondents whose businesses allocate
select budgets for AI and ML operations, by size

Sample distribution, by assets
Portion of respondents categorized by asset value

T

he AI Gap Study: Perception Versus

industry distribution of participating

Reality In Payments And Banking

firms was almost evenly split, with

Services, a PYMNTS and Brighterion

each representing approximately

collaboration, draws its data from an extensive
survey that investigated how FIs leverage a
wide variety of supervised and unsupervised
learning systems to optimize payments, cash

CREDIT UNIONS

COMMERCIAL BANKS

33.0%

34.0%

flow management, regulatory and credit risk,
financial fraud and other business operations.
Though most may not qualify as true AI, and
despite the fact that both their perceived

COMMUNITY BANKS

33.0%

$5B–$25B

one-third of the overall sample.

21.5%

As shown in Figure 12, the vast
majority

of

participating

firms

held assets between $1 billion and
$25 billion, and approximately 15

FIGURE 14:

their implementation, these learning systems

in terms of the number of branches

still help businesses alleviate operational

they managed. The sample included

these technologies, we interviewed 200 senior
executives at commercial banks, community
banks and credit unions with assets between
$1 billion and more than $100 billion. The

$100B+
5.5%

$25 billion.
Participating FIs were also diverse

To learn more about how FIs are leveraging

$25B–$100B
9.5%

percent held assets of more than

costs and a lack of understanding hinder

pain points.

$1B–$5B
63.5%

banks

and

credit

unions

with

Number of bank and credit union branches
Share of respondents classified by the number of
branches they manage
1–25
50.0%

anywhere from a single branch to
more than 5,000 branches across
the United States, and half of all the
FIs we surveyed managed between
one and 25 branches.

26–100
32.0%

101–500
9.0%

501–1,000
2.0%

1,001–5,000
5.5%

5,001+
1.5%
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DISCLAIMER

The AI Gap Study: Perception Versus Reality In Payments And Banking Services report may be
updated periodically. While reasonable efforts are made to keep the content accurate and up-todate, PYMNTS.COM: MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, REGARDING THE CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, ADEQUACY, OR RELIABILITY
OF OR THE USE OF OR RESULTS THAT MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE USE OF THE INFORMATION
OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL SATISFY YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS. THE CONTENT IS
PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ON AN “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS. YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE
CONTENT IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK. PYMNTS.COM SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY INTERRUPTIONS
IN THE CONTENT THAT IS PROVIDED AND DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THE
CONTENT, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT AND TITLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW
THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES, AND, IN SUCH CASES, THE STATED EXCLUSIONS DO NOT
APPLY. PYMNTS.COM RESERVES THE RIGHT AND SHOULD NOT BE LIABLE SHOULD IT EXERCISE
ITS RIGHT TO MODIFY, INTERRUPT, OR DISCONTINUE THE AVAILABILITY OF THE CONTENT OR ANY
COMPONENT OF IT WITH OR WITHOUT NOTICE.
PYMNTS.com is where the best minds and the best content meet on the web to
learn about “What’s Next” in payments and commerce. Our interactive platform is
reinventing the way in which companies in payments share relevant information
about the initiatives that shape the future of this dynamic sector and make news.
Our data and analytics team includes economists, data scientists and industry
analysts who work with companies to measure and quantify the innovation that
is at the cutting edge of this new world.

Brighterion, a Mastercard company, offers a portfolio of artificial intelligence and
machine learning technologies, providing real-time intelligence from all data sources
regardless of type, complexity and volume. Brighterion’s technology is and serves
as a general-purpose AI platform across varying industries to manage anti-money
laundering, acquiring fraud, omni-channel fraud, early delinquency/collections and
credit risk for businesses, governments and healthcare organizations through
personalization, adaptability and self-learning that enables discovery, identification
and mitigation of anomalous activities.

We are interested in your feedback on this report.
Please send thoughts, comments, suggestions or questions to theaigap@pymnts.com.

PYMNTS.COM SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, AND, IN PARTICULAR, SHALL
NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR
DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF REVENUE, OR LOSS OF USE, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED
TO THE CONTENT, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARISE IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, UNDER
STATUTE, IN EQUITY, AT LAW, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF PYMNTS.COM HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW FOR THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND IN SUCH CASES SOME OF THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS
DO NOT APPLY. THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS ARE PROVIDED BY PYMNTS.COM AND ITS
PARENTS, AFFILIATED AND RELATED COMPANIES, CONTRACTORS, AND SPONSORS, AND EACH OF
ITS RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONTENT COMPONENT
PROVIDERS, LICENSORS, AND ADVISERS.
Components of the content original to and the compilation produced by PYMNTS.COM is the property
of PYMNTS.COM and cannot be reproduced without its prior written permission.
You agree to indemnify and hold harmless, PYMNTS.COM, its parents, affiliated and related companies,
contractors and sponsors, and each of its respective directors, officers, members, employees, agents,
content component providers, licensors, and advisers, from and against any and all claims, actions,
demands, liabilities, costs, and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees,
resulting from your breach of any provision of this Agreement, your access to or use of the content
provided to you, the PYMNTS.COM services, or any third party’s rights, including, but not limited to,
copyright, patent, other proprietary rights, and defamation law. You agree to cooperate fully with
PYMNTS.COM in developing and asserting any available defenses in connection with a claim subject
to indemnification by you under this Agreement.
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